The concept of cancer immunotherapy looks back on a long history with phases of frequent failures. Paul Ehrlich hypothesized that the immune system constantly eliminates cancer cells, and that cancer incidence would be much higher in the absence of such immunosurveillance. It took 100 years until this was proven to be correct. Although Klein et al., in 1960 , definitely demonstrated the existence of tumor-associated antigens that can lead to rejection of cancer by the mouse that had developed in this very mouse [1] , the observation that T-cell-deficient nude mice did not have more frequent cancer [2] almost killed the belief in cancer immunosurveillance. Subsequently, a large body of evidence based on animals deficient for immune genes and showing increased cancer incidence, eventually led to the acceptance of Ehrlich's hypothesis [3] . Clinical oncologists as well as main stream cancer biologists still did not consider cancer immunity as something of importance -the 'bible' of cancer biology in 2000 did not even list immune evasion as a cancer hallmark [4] eventually changing this in 2011 by including 'avoiding immune destruction' as an emerging one [5] .
Recent developments
The field of cancer immunotherapy changed in the recent years and now is in a phase of exponential growth with regard to its reputation. An early clinical successes was the curative T-cellmediated therapy of leukemia by donor lymphocyte transfusion [6] . Another success is the rise of passive immunotherapy with monoclonal antibodies [7] . A more recent development is the approval of two active immunotherapies, sipuleucel-T [8] and, in particular, ipilimumab. Finally, the very recently reported clinical successes of nivolumab and other PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies [10] delivering objective response rates of up to 50% in advanced melanoma patients when used in combination with ipilumimab [11] have convinced most clinical oncologists that immunotherapy will play a vital role in cancer therapy in the very near future. In addition, the use of adoptive T-cell transfer, in particular of chimeric antigen receptor-modified T cells has shown impressive clinical benefit [12, 13] .
Whereas sipuleucel-T contains a single antigen of the tumorassociated kind, applied as a vaccine in a complicated way and with only limited clinical success, antibodies blocking CTLA-4 and PD-1/PD-L1 represent a new principle of cancer immunotherapy: modulation of checkpoints controlling immune regulation. By blocking the inhibitory molecule CTLA-4 or PD-1 on T cells, immune responses otherwise underlying suppression or termination are activated and enhanced. In the Phase III study for ipilimumab preceding approval, a fraction of advanced melanoma patients not only showed prolonged overall survival as compared to the control group but also reached a long-lasting stability long after the end of drug application that is not seen with conventional cytotoxic or cytostatic drugs or even with small molecule inhibitors. This long-lasting beneficial effect is ascribed to the induction of specific immunity against cancer-specific antigens, although immunomonitoring for the reaction against defined antigens had not been performed. It is to be assumed that cancerspecific antigens, including non-synonymous mutations, are the target of some of the T cells induced or relieved from suppression by ipilimumab. In addition to the beneficial immune responses against the cancer cells, however, responses against self-antigens have been induced, as to be judged from the range of adverse events. These were mainly immune-related gastroenterological or dermatological events and 2% of the patients died of immune-related complications. Thus, the blockade of this immune regulatory checkpoint presumably induced or activated immune responses to cancer-specific antigens as well as normal self antigens expressed in normal tissues far away from the cancer sites. Although the recent successes represent a hallmark in the history of cancer therapy, there is still a lot of room for improvement. Long-lasting survival benefit is observed only in approximately 20% of ipilimumab-treated melanoma patients and the translation of the remarkable objective response rates achieved with PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies into a significant survival benefit still needs to be confirmed. Remarkably, preliminary biomarker data suggests that response to PD1/PD-L1 antibodies is strongly associated with prior infiltration of T cells in the tumor implying that such therapies would require a preexisting endogenous or vaccine-induced antigen-specific immune response in the tumor [14] .Adoptive transfer of chimeric antigen receptor-modified T cells specific for the B-cell-specific antigen CD19, shared by malignant Bcell leukemia cells, resulted in complete remission in patients. Since such cells are so highly efficient, the selection of antigens has to be performed very carefully since expression on normal cells essential for survival has to be avoided. Thus, the choice of new antigens is rather limited.
Antigen-specific vaccination
The alterations distinguishing cancer cells from their normal counterparts are reflected in differences in expressed gene products, manifested in higher copy numbers of a normal cellular protein, or in expression of a protein not usually expressed in the tissue of cancer origin (e.g., cancer testis antigens), or neoantigens caused by mutations [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] or viral infection [22] . For simplicity, we distinguish three types of cancer antigens that are considered for therapeutic vaccination: i) neoantigens, including mutations and viral antigens, ii) self proteins that are either overexpressed or usually not expressed in most of the adult body and iii) tissue-specific gene products in case the cancer affects a tissue or cell type not essential for the life of the patient (e.g., B cells, melanocytes, or prostate) (FIGURE 1). Cancer testis antigens [23, 24] are a especially versatile and useful subcategory of type 2: they are self antigens and as such prone to mediate negative T-cell selection in the thymus, but they are not expressed on normal adult tissues. Thus, cancer testis antigens should not cause antigen target-related toxicities even if high-affinity T cells can be achieved. All three types of antigens can be used for vaccination in various forms, for example, as protein [8] , virus constructs [25] , DNA [26] , RNA [27] , long peptides [22] or peptides representing exactly the natural HLA ligands [28] on tumor cells [29, 30] . Although each of the antigen formats have specific merits, the use of short synthetic peptides, typically 8-12 amino acids long for HLA class-I binding peptides and 15-20 amino acids long for HLA class II-binding peptides, identical to the natural substances on the tumor cell, have the advantage of relatively easy production in clinical grade. Additionally, they offer the possibility of easy immunomonitoring using exactly the ingredients of the vaccine [29] . These aspects favor synthetic peptides identical to HLA ligands for use in personalized approaches.
Three categories of tumor antigens:
Tissue specific ('differentiation antigen') Overexpressed self Mutated or viral e.g., Provenge
Limited to few cancer entities e.g., IMA901
We know plenty of such antigens; immune response tend to be weak but stronger immune responses may lead to autoimmunity 
For mutated antigens only possible in individualized approach
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Personalized approach -mutated antigens Ideally, one would like to have the efficient immune responses against cancer-specific antigens that presumably were the cause for the observed long-term survival in the ipilimumab Phase III studies in the absence of the self-directed responses that likely have led to the adverse events. New immune system checkpoint modulators are in development [31, 32] , such as antibodies against PD-1 or PD-L1, and is believed to balance the immune responses more to tumor-related antigens on account of the predominant expression of PD-L1 in the tumor microenvironment. The ultimate limitation of immune responses against tumor-specific antigens, however, requires the immunization against these antigens directly. This is the goal of the attempt at using a comprehensive analysis of the HLA ligandome (also termed immunopeptidome) of cancer cells to pursue tumor antigen discovery for a personalized vaccine approach [33] .
This approach (FIGURE 2), also known as the Tübingen approach or XPRESIDENT [33] [34] [35] , always requires a piece of tumor tissue from the very patient for whom the vaccine is to be prepared, essentially as we had anticipated in a 2002 review [35] . The tumor sample ideally should be surgically removed, judged by a pathologist for tumor cell content, and should be ideally accompanied by a sample of normal tissue from the organ of tumor origin. This is feasible for many entities, for example, for renal or hepatocellular carcinoma, but not for others, for example, ovarian carcinoma. For these cases, other tissues or cells of the patient, for example, peripheral blood cells, can serve as a source of reference material at least for excluding abundant normal self-peptides from consideration. Other methods such as those described in [36] are able to find interesting T-cell epitopes but do not directly give information on HLA ligands which are differentially expressed between tumor and normal cells.
Then, HLA molecules are precipitated from the tissues samples, and HLA-bound peptides are eluted by established [37] and now optimized [38] methods. We expect that at least 10,000 different peptides are present on the HLA molecules of a cell, be it cancer or normal [39, 40] . Present technology probably allows to separate and identify about 30% of these; further improvement of HPLC and mass spectrometry technology is expected to increase this rate [38, 41, 42] .
Since reliable mass spectrometric identification of peptides requires knowledge of the underlying genomic sequences present in the tissue under analysis, exome and transcriptome sequencing is performed in addition. The masses of mutated sequences predicted to be presented by the patient's HLA molecules, typically 9 amino acids long [43, 101] are calculated and searched for in the mass spectrometry data. If the mass of a predicted mutated peptide is found, the fragmentation pattern is being determined. If it fits to the N-Valin, is spiked in for calibration and definitive confirmation of the mutated peptide as an HLA ligand. A faster alternative to this procedure would be an improved mass spectrometry system allowing unequivocal de novo sequence determination.
Once a mutated HLA ligand (present in tumor cells but not in any other cell) has been found, this can be used for inclusion in a cancer vaccine in this particular patient. As can be appreciated from this outline, the complexity of the finding procedure requires some time -in our experience presently a few months that may be condensed to a few weeks in the future.
Recently, the therapeutic potential of mutated antigens has been started to be validated preclinically using next-generation sequencing of mouse tumors followed by successfully inducing anticancer immunity in these mice using mutated peptide vaccines [44] and clinically by the observation that a complete and durable regression in an advanced melanoma patient treated with adoptively transferred tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes appeared to be predominantly mediated by specific immune responses to a mutated neoantigen [45] .
Personalized approach -non-mutated antigens
The identification of non-mutated HLA ligands overexpressed on tumor cells, as compared to normal cells of the same patient available for analysis, is much faster. Such peptides should be also considered for inclusion in a personalized vaccine, since for most tumor-associated HLA ligands, we find a vast heterogeneity of expression in tumors from different patients and for some individuals very strongly overpresented or even presumably specifically presented tumor self-antigens can be found. Here, however, a difficulty is the analysis of their expression in other tissues of the same patient that in many cases are not available for analysis. This problem can be addressed by using standard gene, protein or even better HLA ligand expression data from normal tissues of unrelated individuals (as gene expression does not absolutely correlate with HLA ligandome expression [46] ), and on information about the cancer relatedness of the gene of origin of the peptide. Overexpressed, tumor-associated HLA ligands selected to be shared by a high proportion of patients have been successfully used in clinical Phase I and II trials in HLA-A*02 patients with renal cell carcinoma (multipeptide vaccine IMA901) [29] and colorectal carcinoma (multipeptide vaccine IMA910). While such predefined multipeptide vaccines have the advantage to be applied 'offthe-shelf', in addition to antigens shared abundantly by a patient population, individually and highly overexpressed tumor antigens do exist. Thus, the use of such individually presented peptides ideally identified as natural HLA ligands on the tumor of the patient to be vaccinated are considered an additional therapeutic advantage.
Based on our experience in the few experimental attempts so far with patient-individualized cancer vaccination, we foresee the following three-step standard procedure for the near future.
Three-step strategy for individualized immunotherapy
First step -as fast as possible (e.g., right after surgery): HLA allele typing and vaccination with off-the-shelf, that is, tumorassociated peptides predefined as abundantly present on the majority of tumors of a given tumor entity.
Second step -after individual HLA ligand analysis: vaccination with suitable individually overexpressed peptides stemming from known tumor-associated gene products. As in the first step, these peptides can be predefined (i.e., manufactured ready for clinical application in a peptide warehouse) but due to their lower abundance in all patients of a given tumor entity, they would be individually composed to unique drug products from the warehouse peptides. The advantage of this warehouse approach is that this can be done within relatively little time but still individualized.
Third step -after completed genome and transcriptome sequencing and mass spectrometric identification of mutated HLA ligand candidates: vaccination with mutated peptides in addition to continuing vaccination with second step peptides.
Problems to be solved Briefly, these are the challenges: (1) identification of antigens, in particular mutations; (2) Technical problems in the identification of mutated peptides As far as the identification of individualized cancer-specific antigens, that is, mutations, is concerned, there are still a number of technical problems: i) The reliability of genome and transcriptome sequencing results. In order to minimize false positive mutation detection, technical as well as biological replicates appear mandatory. ii) The heterogeneity of tumor cells contained in a surgical tumor sample. This can be partially judged by the number of reads for particular mutations; to be efficient, an individualized vaccine should aim at combining several antigens to increase the chance to hit every tumor cell with at least one T-cell specificity.
Better adjuvants, better immunomodulation So far, therapeutic cancer vaccines do not generally induce strong immune responses. However, as the breath of immune responses directly associates with the clinical benefit, in particular overall survival, as shown by the IMA901 trials in renal cell cancer patients [23] , it can be assumed that increasing the frequency as well as the quality of vaccine-induced T cells would also lead to broader and thus more efficacious immune response. To induce better immune responses, the route of administration (intradermal, subcutaneous and intramuscular), the choice of adjuvants (e.g., montanide), local immunomodulators (e.g., GM-CSF, defined TLR ligands) and the preceding (e.g., cyclophosphamide) or accompanying (e.g., cytokines such as type I interferon, IL-2, IL-12 or IL-15) systemic immunomodulators have to be empirically evaluated, ideally in multi-arm or multi-cohort Phase I/II trials.
Determination of immunogenicity of candidate peptides
In our experience, only a fraction of (non-mutated) peptides identified as HLA ligands are immunogenic in vivo. However, testing immunogenicity in vitro [42] , using peripheral blood T cells from healthy individuals, proved to be of highly predictive value for actual immunogenicity in vivo [Walter et 
Regulatory issues
Regarding the personalized approach, the regulatory issues need to be solved together with the responsible authorities (such as EMA, US FDA and Paul Ehrlich Institute). To prepare this, members of the Regulatory Research Group (RRG) of the Association of Cancer Immunotherapy (CIMT; [102] ) held a meeting recently at the EMA on the issue of such patientindividualized vaccines termed actively personalized vaccines (APVACs) by the CIMT RRG. It appeared that the existing regulations are in principle compatible with the needs of this approach but specific points occurring with APVACs only and not with off-the-shelf therapeutics still need to be addressed and are currently being worked out by CIMT RRG in collaboration with industry and academic partners pursuing such pioneering APVAC projects.
Expert commentary
Taking into consideration our present knowledge on cancer development on the one hand and on adaptive immunity and its interdependence on innate immunity on the other, we come to the conclusion that the interaction between a spontaneously developing human cancer and the surrounding host environment must be a formidably complex problem of systems biology, with a large number of variables evolving over the years or even decades of tumor development. A major component of the host environment is the host immune system, as is well documented in mouse experiments [47, 48] . For human cancer, this has been most convincingly documented by the prognostic value of the quantity and quality of tumor infiltrating immune cells in colorectal carcinoma and other cancers [49] [50] [51] .
Every single human cancer patient harbors a distinct microcosm of malignant cells. Within this microcosm, considerable heterogeneity is found that by itself already points to selection events, in the sense that those cancer cell clones managing best to deal with the environment (i.e., the host) will thrive best. Thus, the cancer in a patient must consist of many different clones. It is assumed that these are all derived from a founder population that had acquired enough genetic alterations to escape the controls of the normal tissue community, in particular those alterations known as 'hallmarks of cancer' [5] , and that these clonal populations are genomically instable. During growth of the cancer, or more precisely, during its evolution in the host, permanent Darwinian selection must take place, whereby the cancer cell community manipulates its environment to its own benefit, so that a particular tumor microenvironment surrounds or intercalates with the cancer cells. In addition to the selection pressure by host factors, the cancer clones in an actual cancer patient, in a world region with multiple available therapeutic interventions, are also exposed to the selective pressure inflicted by attempted cancer therapies. The spectrum of gene mutations is, therefore, unique for every individual cancer patient and differs from the set of mutations in tumors of other patients with probably little overlap. The genes coding for tumor drivers, or for protection from cell death, or for surveillance of genome integrity, are frequently found to be affected by mutations or other genetic alterations; however, the exact site of the alteration or mutation is widely different from patient to patient. These considerations have led to the concept of individualized, mutation-targeted vaccination against cancer [33, 35, 44, 52] .
Five-year view
Multipeptide vaccines targeting overexpressed HLA ligands but not mutated peptides will be continued and improved, based on biomarker analysis of previous trials and by combining with better immune modulation through immunomodulators or wise combination with checkpoint inhibitors and standard therapy that has strong synergistic potential with immunotherapy.
There will be two opposing but eventually mutually complementary trends in multipeptide vaccination: On the one hand, complex multipeptide cocktails containing potentially 20 or more peptides covering shared tumor-associated, non-mutated peptides for a given tumor entity fitting to several frequent HLA allotypes addressing the vast majority of the world's population will be developed. On the other hand, there will be the consequent development of the individualized approach, targeting HLA ligands identified on tumor samples of the give patient to be treated, including mutated peptides. The complementary nature of the two approaches is in the potential of sequential application, as outlined above in the section on the three-step strategy for individualized immunotherapy: The offthe-shelf peptides could be administered quickly as 'one-fits-all' cancer antigen cocktail, and the individualized antigen cocktails would be given later, after detailed molecular analysis of the patient's tumor.
For those patients in advanced disease state, where the mounting of an effective immune responses may take too much time, adoptive T-cell transfer carrying engineered T-cell receptors may be used as life-saving interventions. This approach currently depends on antigens shared by many patients, mainly due to the long time it requires to identify and select an appropriate T-cell receptor. However, for adoptive cellular therapy an individualized approach is also conceivable. Similar to a peptide warehouse for vaccination, a warehouse of T-cell receptors could be built readily available for transfection into the autologous patient T cells.
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Key issues
• HLA ligands (peptides) expressed on tumor cells are targets for T-cell-mediated immunotherapy. We distinguish the following three categories of tumor peptides to be considered for cancer immunotherapy.
• Overexpressed peptides shared by as many patients of a given HLA type and a given cancer entity, to be used in multipeptide cocktails (e.g., IMA 901) for all patients with that HLA type and that cancer entity.
• Overexpressed peptides identified by mass spectrometry in the tumor sample of an individual patient to be used for an individualized vaccination for this patient only. It will also frequently incorporate off-the-shelf peptides.
• True tumor-specific mutated peptides identified by genome and transcriptome sequencing, mass spectrometry of the HLA ligandome and verification with synthetic peptide, to be used in individualized vaccination.
• The logistic and regulatory challenges are multiple: The individualized peptide vaccination approach (APVAC) requires drug substance production (peptide synthesis) and drug formulation (mixing the peptide cocktails) according to the current regulatory boundaries, that is, under GMP conditions. Approval of such clinical trials and finally marketing approval will be a novel approach for the regulatory authorities (EMA and US FDA). However, first interactions appear that regulatory agencies are open and interested to encourage such activities in light of the therapeutic potential.
• Combination therapies are likely to be advantageous, for example, peptide vaccination with immune modulators or checkpoint modulators or standard therapy with immunogenic potential, for example, radiotherapy or selected targeted small molecule or chemotherapies.
